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3362 SEXUAL HARASSMENT
The Board of Education recognizes that an employee's right to freedom from employment
discrimination includes the opportunity to work in an environment free of sexual harassment.
Sexually offensive speech and conduct are wholly inappropriate to the harmonious employment
relationships necessary to the operation of the school District and will not be tolerated.
Sexual harassment includes all unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and verbal
or physical contacts of a sexual nature that would not have happened but for the employee's
gender. Whenever submission to such conduct is made a condition of employment or a basis for
an employment decision, or when such conduct is severe and pervasive and has the purpose or
effect of unreasonably altering or interfering with work performance or creating an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive working environment, the employee shall have cause for complaint.
The sexual harassment of any employee of this District is strictly forbidden. Any employee or
agent of this Board who is found to have sexually harassed an employee of this District will be
subject to discipline which may include termination of employment. Any employee who has been
exposed to sexual harassment by any employee or agent of this Board is encouraged to report the
harassment to an appropriate supervisor. The supervisor must investigate the allegations in a
timely manner and where appropriate recommend and/or implement interventions which are
reasonably calculated to prevent any reoccurrence. An employee may complain of any failure of
the Board to take corrective action by recourse to the procedure by which a discrimination
complaint is processed. The employee may appeal the Board's action or inaction to the United
States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or the New Jersey Division of Civil Rights.
Complaints regarding sexual harassment shall be submitted following the procedures outlined in
Regulation 1530, Equal Employment Opportunity.
The Affirmative Action Officer shall instruct all employees and agents of this Board to recognize
and correct speech and behavior patterns that may be sexually offensive with or without the intent
to offend.
29 C.F.R. 1604.11
N.J.S.A. 10:5-1 et seq.
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